
Conclusions and future work
We implemented a workflow to perform active surface wave tomography. The results

are valid, given their compatiility with the information from a borehole close by.

Furthermore, the results are geologically relevant as the formation carrying most of

the mineralisatin has been detected, Given all this, we conclude that surface wave

tomography is a valuable tool for mineral exploration.

The next steps consist in processing the passive data. Currently, we are performing a

passive surface wave tomography considering the same array as in this poster,

hoping to retrieve lower freqencies and therefore increase the penetreation depth.

Finally, we will use multidimensional deconvolution to retrieve the body waves in the
remaining part of the array.
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Tomographic Inversion Results
We invert the curves using a computationally efficient code which skips the

construction of phase-velocity maps and inverts directly for the 1D models.(Boiero

2009). We build the initial model referring to the borehole logs (specifically, sonic

and density) and core analyses presented in Malehmir et al. (2017). Four horizontal

sections of the 3D S-wave velocity volume, at depths of (a) 30 m, (b) 90 m, (c) 150

m and (d) 210 m can be seen in Figure 3. Comparing our results with a surface

geology map (Figure 3e) and knowing that the carbonatite-glimmerite formation,

carrying most of the mineralisation (O’Brien at al., 2015), is more prone to fracturing

(Malehmir et al., 2017), i.e. shows generally lower velocity values, we conclude that

the method was able to detect the main geological feature of the site. In order to

assess the validity of the results, we plot in Figure 3f) the velocities as from the

sonic log from a borehole in the area and overlay the average velocity of each layer

forming the 3D tomographic volume. We see how both the values of the velocities

are compatible and also the velocity inversion at ~200m has been detected.

Introduction
We want to assess the feasilbility and validity of the application of a well-estabilished

seismological method, surface-wave tomography, to mineral exploration. The reason

why the method is so attractive is its ability to resolve lateral variations in the s-wave

velocity, i.e. in the geology, typical of mining sites. Furthemore, in stiff sites, the high

velocity of propagation of surface waves allows a penetration depth of a few hundred

metres even using standard 10 Hz geophones. In this poster we present the results from

the active 3D dataset acquired in the forest south of the Siilinjärvi mine main pit. This is

part of the larger array acquired last autumn as shown in Figure 1.

Dispersion Curve Picking
We implemented a workflow to extract path-averaged phase velocity dispersion curves

with the two-station method. It consists mainly of 3 steps: i) Identification of the

receivers in line with each source (Figure 2a) ii) Computation of the group velocity

matrix (Figure 2b) and time-windowing of the traces. iii) Computation of the cross-

multiplication matrix and picking of the phase-velocity dispersion curves. We remove

any ambiguity on which maximum to pick on the curves by ovelrapping a reference

curve computed with a multi-station approach. We pick a total of 430 curves, shown in

Figure 2d). Coverage and azimuthal distribution look adequate, since all the model

points in the grid have several paths close to them in all directions. Furthermore, path

lengths are well distributed, suggesting and optimal compromise between penetration

depth and horizontal resolution.
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Figure 1. a) Map of the Siilinjärvi passive array and b) zoom on the 3D array in the forest

Figure 2. a) Example of two-station selection. b) Group velocity matrix. c) Cross-multiplication 

matrix We overlay in black dots the picked curve and in white dots the reference curve. d) Plot of 

the 430 picked dispersion curves in f-v domain. d) Picked dispersion curves in velocity-

wavelength domain and e) relative paths. Coverage looks sufficient. The green dots indicate the 

points where the 1D models were computed by the inversion code. 
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Figure 2.Horizontal Vs slices at a) 30 m, b) 90 m, c) 150 m and d) 210 m. e) Surface geology 

map. f) Sonc log overlapped with the average velocity found by the tomography at each layer. 
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